
How to create a complete 
video strategy with 

YouTube and Vidyard

Video has the power to educate, inspire, and propel would-be buyers to purchase. 
But are you using video throughout your buyer’s journey?

If you pair a video discovery platform (like YouTube) with a video marketing platform 
(like Vidyard), you can broaden your reach, capture more leads, and close deals faster.

There are a lot of ways that video can help move prospective customers along the 
path to purchase. Here's what a buyers journey that includes both YouTube and 

a video marketing platform could look like.

Combine YouTube with a video marketing platform, like Vidyard, to use video 
e�ectively at every stage of the buyer's journey, grow your brand's reach and 

turn leads into loyal advocates.

YouTube is the world’s 
second largest search 

engine (and owned 
by the �rst, Google)

YouTube has a massive 
audience of 1.9 billion 

monthly users

YouTube helps you get found

YouTube reaches more 
18 to 49-year-olds than 
any broadcast or cable 

TV network

Video marketing platforms 
can increase viewer 

retention rates by 35%

52% more businesses plan to 
integrate video viewing data 

into their martech stack

Video marketing platforms help close business

A video-focused buyer's journey

And the journey begins again...

Awareness
Prospect has a problem. Their company isn’t 
driving enough revenue. What to do? 

Goes to searches engine. 71% of buyers start 
their journey by looking for answers on search 
engines, like Google.

Watches videos on YouTube. The prospect 
�nds a video in the search results and ends up 
on YouTube. The YouTube algorithm keeps 
suggesting new videos. The prospect learns 
that their issue is X. 

Searches YouTube for “help with X.” The top 
result is one of your customer testimonials. 
The prospect clicks, watches, and likes it.

Intrigued by discussion. YouTube is also a 
social network, and the comments other viewers 
leave get the prospect interested enough to 
visit your YouTube channel.

Wowed by your channel. Your YouTube channel 
is full of helpful videos. The prospect �nds a 
video that answers their question. They share it 
with their team and subscribe to your channel.

Recommended your videos. For the next few 
weeks, every time the prospect visits YouTube, 
it recommends your videos.

Consideration

Decision

Advocacy
Customer records a video testimonial. The 
new customer’s whole team gushes about how 
pleased they are.

Video goes public. The marketing team 
uploads a teaser clip of the testimonial to 
YouTube. It begins ranking in Google searches.

Launches an evaluation. The prospect’s buying 
committee considers the top vendors in the 
space. They schedule a demo with each one, 
but only your team sends a video recap, which 
makes your product the easiest to understand.

Procurement team reassured by your videos. 
While conducting due diligence, the pros-
pect’s procurement team searches Google for 
“solutions to X.” Your YouTube videos are the 
top result, giving the impression that you’re 
a top vendor.

IT team gets their questions answered. The 
prospect’s IT team emails a list of concerns. 
Your product team responds right away with 
a recorded video walkthrough.

Reassured by an executive video. On the last 
day of the month, with the deal in the balance, 
the prospect receives a personal video from 
your CEO. They buy.

Lands on your website. Prospect watches the 
full video. And another and another, thanks to 
pop-up CTAs.

Returns to your YouTube channel. The pros-
pect’s team has decided they need a solution 
to X. On YouTube, they watch one of your 
top-of-funnel videos, but it’s only a teaser. They 
click a link to watch the full video on your site.

Fills out a form. The prospect winds up watching 
a middle-of-funnel product video. A post-roll 
form asks for their email, which they give. Lead 
captured! On the back end, your video platform 
triggers an email in your marketing automation 
platform (MAP.)

Receives a video in their inbox. The next 
morning, your prospect is surprised to �nd 
a relevant video in their inbox. They return 
to your website to watch. Behind the scenes, 
your video platform tracks how much they 
watch, updates their lead score, and noti�es 
the right person on your sales team, informing 
them about the prospect’s viewing history.

Each prospect follows their own journey. 
Each time a prospect watches a video, it 
features pop-ups that recommend additional 
content. Each prospect downloads the guides 
and watches the videos that are most relevant 
to them.

Receives a personalized sales video. Prospect 
gets a personal video from a sales rep that’s 
surprisingly relevant. They book a meeting. 
After each meeting, they get a helpful video 
recap from the sales rep, which cements the 
relationship.

Shares your videos. The prospect shares your 
homepage explainer video with their team. 
Now, your video platform is tracking multiple 
viewers within the account).

Introduced with hando� video. Right away, 
the new customer receives a welcome video 
from the sales rep and customer service man-
ager who explain what happens next.

Receives on-boarding videos. The customer is 
directed to an on-boarding video library where 
their whole team can get up to speed in a way 
that’s actually fun—and get on track to being 
successful.

Solves problems with support videos. Rather 
than send exhaustive PDFs full of screenshots, 
your customer service team sends quick screen 
recordings, resolving issues in minutes. Your 
new customer is thrilled.

Learn more in the webinar
Learn how to use a video platform for 
business, like Vidyard, alongside your 
YouTube channel to grow your audience 
and convert more customers.

Sign Me Up!
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Businesses using advanced 
analytics are 2x as likely to 
report increasing returns

A new prospect has a problem. New pros-
pects �nd the customer testimonial while 
searching Google, visit your YouTube channel, 
and start down the path to evaluation.
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